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Providing lighting for cultural institutions is an immense challenge. On the one hand, their interiors are 
meant to complement some of the most outstanding events and works of art. On the other hand, they 
can’t be overwhelming and shouldn’t distract visitors from the exhibited artwork. Additionally, museum 
lighting must meet highly demanding standards and undergo restrictive testing. Artificial light should 
imitate natural daylight as closely as possible in order to accurately reproduce the colours and structures 
of various works of art. The light sources used in ES-SYSTEM luminaires are of the highest quality, as 
confirmed by the performed tests and relevant certificates.

ES-SYSTEM luminaires do not emit infrared (IR) or ultraviolet (UV) radiation, thus preventing damage to 
the illuminated exhibits. What’s more, they have an excellent colour rendering index, as the obtained 
light very closely resembles daylight. When designing lighting for cultural institutions, it’s important to 
remember about the visitors – the goal is to create a place where they can leave their problems at the door 
and immerse themselves in the extraordinary world of art. A suitable lighting arrangement and clever play 
with lights and shadows are a great way to ensure that visitors will experience truly artistic sensations.
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When designing lighting for cultural facilities, it’s important to not only remember 
about co-creating beautiful interiors, but most of all, about separating and accentu-
ating particular areas.

The technical parameters of luminaires with LED technology make it possible to illuminate each area without having to find  
a compromise between the expected visual impression and the art conservator’s requirements. This is because properly desi-
gned lighting not only creates comfortable conditions for visitors, but also solves the problem of showcasing the art in a way 
that doesn’t expose it to damage.
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LIGHTING FOR MUSEUMS, EXHIBITIONS AND ART GALLERIES

All lighting elements should comply with the standards and regulations asso-
ciated with performing visual work, as well as with individual recommendations 
from art conservators involved in the preparation of the given exhibition. When 
selecting the luminaires, it’s important to pay particular attention to the follo-
wing issues.

The appropriate colour temperature and perfect colour rendering

Illuminance levels

The correct placement of luminaires and the elimination of light reflections 

No UV and IR radiation 

The variability and characteristics in terms of the colour temperature, colour rendering index and the content of the components 
of the light spectrum and intensity should be closely correlated with the nature of the cultural institution, the type of the presen-
ted exhibition, and the type of visual work being performed. The lighting of each exhibit also plays a significant role, as the colours 
should be perceived in as natural a way as possible. This is why it’s so important to use LED luminaires with a high Ra index value 
and a spectrum that closely resembles daylight. The latest achievements in the field of LED technology make it possible to attain  
a Ra>97 with a high component colour uniformity.

The most important quantitative parameter is illuminance. Its value should be selected adequately to the illuminated exhibit.

When selecting lighting, the properly planned play of light and shadow is quite an important factor. On the one hand, it’s crucial to 
emphasise the artistic value of the exhibits, however on the other hand, the visual message cannot be obscured. Moreover, it’s highly 
advisable to avoid unnecessary glare caused by the light’s reflection off surfaces. This can be achieved by setting the luminaires at 
certain angles or through the use of appropriate diffusers.

When creating a lighting concept for illuminating works of art, special attention must be paid to the possible negative impact li-
ght can have on them. Inadequate lighting has even been known to destroy artwork completely. Prolonged exposure to improper 
lighting can alter the colour of the paint, cause the paint layers to crumble and crack, and cause fabric to fade faster. Infrared (IR) 
and ultraviolet (UV) radiation are particularly dangerous, as they can cause photochemical reactions in the illuminated objects 
and increase their temperature. ES-SYSTEM luminaires do not emit UV or IR rays and can be equipped with specially selected light 
sources with light spectra that are ideally suited to the illuminated exhibits.

Ra>60 Ra>80 Ra>90

NR

FL

2xFL

LINEAR
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Flexibility – luminaire placement that allows for the rearrangement of the lighting 

Energy efficiency

The variable nature of exhibitions means that it should be possible to freely rearrange the museum lighting. The electrical instal-
lation cannot be replaced every time an exhibition is changed. This is why track lighting and spotlights are among the most fre-
quently selected solutions. In addition, the appropriate general lighting is also important, as it can remain unchanged.

The biggest advantage of LED lighting lies in its energy efficiency. LEDs consume up to 90% less electricity than lightbulbs, and 
their lifetime is up to 100 times longer. Luminaires with LED light sources can function for several dozen years, so they don’t have to 
be replaced nearly as often. In addition, smart lighting control systems reduce electricity consumption, which leads to a significant 
reduction of the operating costs in the entire building.
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When works of art are illuminated with artificial light, it’s 
important to consider all aspects associated with expo-
sure to light, i.e. the ranges beyond the visible electro-
magnetic radiation, the temperature, the colours, lighting 
control, etc. ES-SYSTEM products with LED technology 
are the solution to this problem and make the work put 
into the preparation of exhibitions easier in terms of all the 
above-mentioned risks. LED light sources used in ES-SYS-
TEM luminaires do not emit heat radiation onto the illumi-
nated exhibits, so there is no risk of heat damage, nor is 
it necessary to shorten the permitted time of exposure to 
light.

8

SAFE LIGHT

Both artificial and natural optical radiation sources 
can pose a serious photobiological threat to human 
eyes and skin. Ultraviolet radiation ranks among the 
most dangerous types of radiation, however expo-
sure to visible and infrared radiation may also be haz-
ardous when certain exposure limits are exceeded. 
Assessing the level of photobiological threat caused 
by the optical radiation emitted by luminaires is  
a complex activity. It requires specialised, calibrated 
measuring equipment and laboratory staff  with high 
technical competences.

ES-SYSTEM has its own laboratory that is accredited 
by the Quality Research Office of the Association of 
Polish Electrical Engineers and holds the CTF-3 sta-
tus. It is one of three private research institutions of 
this class in Poland operating in the lighting industry.

Photobiological safety

Artwork safety in terms of its exposure to light

The classification of luminaires in terms of their pho-
tobiological impact is based on risk groups defined in 
the following manner:
 –  Non-risk group 0: the luminaires are not photobio-

logically hazardous 
 –  Risk group 1: the luminaires are not hazardous un-

der normal conditions of use
 –  Risk group 2: the luminaires do not cause hazards 

associated with the eyes’ reaction to very bright 
light or thermal discomfort

 –  Risk group 3: the luminaires are hazardous even as 
a result of short-term exposure; their use in gen-
eral lighting is not permitted.

100% of products manufactured by ES-SYSTEM 
do not pose an actual photobiological threat. This is 
confirmed by relevant certificates.

Lighting control systems and an extensive assortment of 
products allow for the optimisation of illuminance levels, 
which directly correlates with the physicochemical safe-
ty of the illuminated artwork. In addition, selecting small 
luminaires makes it possible to arrange the lighting in a 
way that prevents it from competing in the space with the 
exhibits. Lighting becomes an effect, as opposed to being  
a part of the image reaching the observer. This is also pos-
sible in part thanks to the offered lighting solution individ-
ualisation possibilities, including special luminaire design 
options or varied housing colours.
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LIGHTING MANAGEMENT

Lighting in cultural institutions should emphasise their character 
and put the visitors in the right mood.

Soft, diffused light perfectly mimics natural daylight with-
out distracting the guests from their cultural experience. 
More pronounced accent lighting draws attention to the 
exhibits. This type of light play can guide visitors through 
all museum zones.

An extensive, adaptive lighting control system equipped 
with control panels and motion sensors allows for the 
smooth adjustment of the lighting intensity – depending 
on the purpose and ongoing needs and environmental 

conditions. This system makes it possible to create cus-
tomised luminaire groups and play back selected pre-pro-
grammed lighting scenes. This way, any exhibition can ful-
ly reveal its unique character. The lighting control system 
also makes it possible to limit the time of the exposure to 
the lighting for fragile works of art by using motion sen-
sors. Using luminaires with narrow, punctual light distribution makes it possible to obtain functional lighting accents that 

attract attention to the exhibits. Light directed this way creates a visual map for visitors, improving their comfort 
and enhancing the prestige of the building. Ra>90 colour rendering perfectly reflects the colours and textures of 
the exhibits, showcasing them in all their glory. 

The best solutions for museums and art galleries include the use of track-mounted projectors. These types of 
luminaires make it possible to direct the light beam towards different spots and freely change the number of 
installed luminaires. This allows the designer to easily rearrange the exhibit without having to alter the entire 
lighting installation.

Projectors with a very wide light distribution make it possible to create a uniform light plane. Thanks to the optimum 
light output, the space will be evenly illuminated, and pointing the luminaires in specific directions can prevent 
shadows from forming.

Narrow light distribution (NR)

Wide light distribution (FL, WD)

Very wide light distribution (VWD)



An excellent example of the use of a non-standard lighting solution by ES-SYSTEM can be seen at the Malbork Castle Museum. Due to the 
historical value and strict conservation care over the facility, this project required anything but a trite approach. This concerned both the 
placement of the luminaires and the installation of supporting structures as well as the power supply and lighting control wiring. There 
was also an additional requirement to equip the luminaires with an emergency lighting function, which is essential in museum interiors 
that are frequented by numerous visitors.

Another challenge was ensuring the emergency lighting functionality – this means maintaining adequate lighting during power failures 
caused by unforeseeable external factors – and thus ensuring the safe evacuation of visitors to a location outside the facility.
On the one hand, this involved engineering work on the luminaires in order to adapt them to perform this function – construction changes 
were made and emergency modules were inserted into the poles to ensure reliable operation with battery backup. It was also necessary 
to obtain the appropriate approvals from authorities that regulate these types of solutions, including fire safety experts, and even being 
awarded the certificate of approval by CNBOP (the Scientific and Research Centre for Fire Protection in Poland). All this had to be done 
under the watchful eyes of the supervision inspector and the museum curator. 

The entire project was ultimately completed with the utmost care for every last detail, and all of the required activities were performed 
successfully. Many people were involved in this project and contributed to its favourable outcome, making it possible for visitors to enjoy 
the beauty of the interiors of the Malbork Castle Museum amid the comfort of lighting with the proper intensity, and what’s equally im-
portant, with the appropriate evacuation safety.

ES-SYSTEM’s overall objective is to meet the individual needs of customers. The company has 
many years of experience in completing extraordinary projects and delivering non-stand-
ard, customised lighting solutions. New lighting systems are developed from the design stage 
through to the delivery of the finished product to anywhere in the world.

NON-STANDARD SOLUTIONS Placing luminaires on the floors proved to be the only option, as the walls and ceilings had to remain unscathed. Instead, their reflective 
surfaces were utilised to naturally diffuse the artificial light. The floor lamps from the FLOWER family were quite an obvious choice – 
thanks to their technical parameters, they were perfect for this type of lighting task. The FLOWER system makes it possible to obtain high 
luminous flux values for large exhibition spaces. At the same time, the petals can be adjusted to alter the lighting arrangement depending 
on the luminaire’s location in a specific space. This makes it possible for the museum personnel to “operate” with the light in accordance 
with their practical expectations and the lighting requirements in each specific room. This type of solution is perfect for emphasising the 
unique beauty of the Malbork Castle.

THE MALBORK CASTLE MUSEUM
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FOYERS

PRODUCTS

The foyer is the guests’ first point of contact with a cultural institution. This is where they should be greeted by an elegant ambience that will put them 
in an elevated, dignified mood. The lighting is critical for creating the right atmosphere. It should focus the viewers’ attention, increase their readiness 
to take in sublime aesthetic experiences, and also subtly underline the minimalist architecture of the interior. It’s a good idea to use luminaires with 
both direct and indirect light distribution.

 55
WHY 1

 34

 59  62 60 61

ARCH FLOWER MIDI

ARIS ASON MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10ORTUS OSNLUMI LUN

 54
TRIANGLE

 41
FX45 OP

CLOAKROOMS/TICKET OFFICES

PRODUCTS

From a functional point of view, the cloakrooms and ticket offices are very important spaces in cultural institutions. Visitors should be able to locate 
them quickly and easily. The lighting should have a low glare index in order to increase the employees’ working comfort. However, it’s important to 
remember that the entire lighting arrangement should harmonise with the subtle foyer lighting.

 44
FX45 DK

 41
ICE MODERNA 2

 47  47
OPPOSITE 1

 61
LUMI LUD

 42
FX65 OP FLOW
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 53
RODIA

 46
LUNA BIS LED

 61
LUMI LUN

FX45 DK
 41
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EXHIBITION HALLS

PRODUCTS

When lighting artwork and exhibition rooms, particular attention should be paid to the quality of the light. The light sources must meet strict standards 
in terms of photobiological safety, must not emit IR and UV radiation, and have a high colour rendering index.

 43 36
CAMELEON MIDI 1T

AUDITORIUMS

PRODUCTS

Auditorium lighting has to be multi-functional. Suitable lighting control with pre-programmed light scenes will allow the user to change the lighting 
arrangement depending on the situation and the show. The room acoustics are also very important. The installed luminaires must be subjected to 
detailed acoustic tests.

 48
PACO MINI

ARIS ASDN ARIS ASON COBRA AL IP20

 49

 59  59  62

PACO MIDI GECO MAXIGECO MIDI 1GECO MIDI 2
 44 43



DRESSING ROOMS

PRODUCTS

Lighting in the dressing rooms should make the work of actors, make-up artists and costume designers as easy as possible. They have to be able to 
easily find the necessary props and change their outfits and makeup. The luminaires used in these types of rooms should have an exceptionally high 
colour rendering index and must not cause unpleasant glare.

 36
CAMELEON MIDI 1T

 54
TITANIA LED ECO

 41  43
GECO MINI

 44  44

ICE ICEFX45 OP

RESTROOMS

PRODUCTS

In order to highlight the uniqueness and prestige of a facility, the appearance of the restrooms should match the interior design of the entire building. 
Old, historic theatres should be adorned with stylish luminaires with ambient lighting. In modern institutions, interesting forms can be explored while 
creating functional illuminations. Regardless of the style of the building, luminaires with motion detectors should be used in order to increase the 
visitors’ comfort and ensure the energy efficiency of the lighting installation.

CANOS
 37 35

BASE LED IP44

 50
PRIMA LED

 36
CAMELEON MIDI 1T

 63
COBRA AL IP54
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RESTAURANTS AND CAFÉS

PRODUCTS

Restaurants and cafés in cultural institutions are meeting places where people can exchange ideas and opinions about the events they have just 
experienced. The lighting arrangement should be conducive to striking up conversations and slowly preparing the guests for their return to everyday 
life. The light should be bright enough for the guests to easily select their meals and engage in pleasant conversation. Glare should be reduced to  
a minimum.

 46
MATE

 53
RETRO2

CORRIDORS

PRODUCTS

The corridors connect the illuminated foyer with remaining parts of the building. Darker, narrow spaces may discourage guests from venturing further 
inside. In order to avoid the negative tunnel effect, it’s a good idea to keep the lighting intensity similar to that in the foyer and gradually reduce it. 
Properly selected accent lighting that highlights information boards paired with visible escape route lighting increases the guests’ safety and comfort.

 42
FX65 OP GECO MIDI 1

 43 39  39

 62

 40

 61  61

FX35 DK FX35 MX

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10

FX35 OP

LUMI LUD ORTUS OUN

 35
CAMELEON MIDI 1

 62
COBRA AL IP20

CANOS
 37
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PRODUCTS

Lighting is the most important element in gift shop interiors. The light must be of the highest quality so as not to falsify the structures and colours of 
the merchandise. To achieve this, the luminaires must be characterised by excellent colour rendering.

GIFT SHOPS

PRODUCTS

Combining direct and indirect light is recommended in office spaces in order to obtain the appropriate visual comfort and avoid glare, thus positively 
affecting the employees’ efficiency and motivation. Conference room lighting should be exceptionally flexible to keep up with the numerous functions 
these types of rooms fulfil. Intuitive lighting control, an adjustable lighting intensity and various light scenes that combine the general and accent 
lighting – these elements allow the users to adapt the atmosphere to ongoing needs.

 40  56
PACO MINI

 49
FX35 RR WHY 3QUADRA LED

 51  47
OPPOSITE 2

ADMINISTRATIVE PREMISES 

 43
GECO MINI

 36
CAMELEON MIDI 1T

 61
LUMI LUD

 62
COBRA AL IP20

 59
VERSO LED VSN

 62
MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10
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TECHNICAL ROOMS

PRODUCTS

Technical rooms should be equipped with lighting with a low glare rating and an illuminance that is adapted to the performed activities – not only for 
the comfort of their frequenters, but also for their safety. Using additional luminaires to illuminate specific work stations can be considered in order to 
make it easier to perform detailed tasks.

 34
AMARO

 52
REGLUX

 37
COSMO APEX

 38

 62  61 60  62

DELTA LED

COBRA AL IP20 ORTUS OUNORTUS OSN MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20

Both indoor and outdoor parking areas have to be illuminated accurately and in accordance with the applicable standards in order to maximise the 
guests’ safety. Uniform lighting and clearly marked zones make it easier to find parking spots, thus highlighting the prestige of the facility and its care 
for the visitors from the very first moments they enter its premises.

OUTDOOR AND INDOOR PARKING FACILITIES

PRODUCTS

 51 49 38
RACER MINIPARK FLOWERDN 140 LED

 52
RADO LED
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ILLUMINATION LIGHTING

PRODUCTS

The façade of a building is not only the showcase of the facility itself, but also of the city where it is located. Creating a unique, colourful illumination 
requires the proper selection of luminaires and the use of a control system that will allow for dynamic RGB colour changing.

 49
PARK FLOWERLEDPIPE 2 ZEUS LED

 56 55 45
URAN 20 LED
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CASE STUDY

PRODUCTS

3100 W
Power consumption:

Power consumption using conventional light sources:
7700 W

Energy demand using conventional light sources:
2.14 W/m²/100 lx

Luminaire: LEDEX TOP
Illuminated surface area (of the painting and the 
walking path): 15 m in height and 114 m in length

Number of luminaires: 192 light lines

Energy savings compared to conventional luminaires: 60%

 45
LEDEX TOP

EXHIBITION HALL / PAINTING

CASE STUDY

PRODUCTS

EXHIBITION ROOM / SCULPTURE EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION HALL / GENERAL

504 W
Power consumption:

1.56 W/m²/100 lx

1.49 W/m²/100 lx

Energy demand:

Energy demand:

Power consumption using conventional light sources: 
1800 W

Energy demand using conventional light sources:
7.31 W/m²/100 lx

Energy demand using conventional light sources:
4.07 W/m²/100 lx

Luminaire: PACO MINI
Room area: 200 m² Number of luminaires: 36

Energy savings compared to conventional luminaires: 72%

PACO MINI
 49

PRODUCTS

CANOS
 37

288 W
Power consumption:

Power consumption using conventional light sources:
930 W

Luminaire: CANOS
Room area: 200 m² Number of luminaires: 18

Energy savings compared to conventional luminaires: 69%
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LIGHTING MANAGEMENT LIGHTING MANAGEMENT

Automation and modern technologies have already become somewhat 
commonplace in today’s world. Lighting that adapts to the available 
sunlight intensity and ensures the even illumination of interiors is also 
becoming more and more popular. Motion sensors switch the light on 
precisely when you need it. In turn, the unlimited possibilities offered by 
programming light scenes allow you to give any space a unique character 
depending on its purpose and users’ needs.

Another very important aspect is a proper emergency lighting installa-
tion. It’s a construction requirement, but also a matter of ensuring safety 
for people who spend time in the building. The correct operation of the 

installation and the type and frequency of control testing are specified in 
detail in the emergency lighting standards and regulations.

ES-SYSTEM offers an innovative lighting management system called 
Ethernet2DALI (E2D) based on a lighting automation controller of its 
own production. E2D is a comprehensive solution – it combines both 
general and emergency lighting. The system allows for the monitoring 
and diagnostics of the installation via a computer or tablet with the use 
of intuitive software. It’s also possible to gain remote access that makes 
it possible to manage the lighting installation from anywhere with cloud 
technology.

Ethernet2DALI (E2D)

E2D REMOTE 
ACCESS KIT

SLS / Glamox Connect
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WE CAN ILLUMINATE ANY SPACE

Education & Sports

Arts & Culture

RetailHotels & Residential

Street & Infrastructure Industry Healthcare Illuminations

Offices

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF SERVICES

ES-SYSTEM offers a comprehensive range of services – from itemising lighting, analysing and 
diagnosing customer needs, to working out a lighting system design based on LED technology, 
and finally: performing installation and aftersales services.
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WE OFFER:

Design Production Logistics

After-sales service

Inventory checking Analysis and diagnosis Planning

Consulting



PRODUCTS PRODUCTS
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Technical data:

 AMARO system

 Luminous flux:   1800–3100  lm
 Power: 14–24 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  129 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP54
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

AMARO

 An opalised diffuser with excellent lighting distribution
 A version with a microwave motion and light detector is also  

available, which makes it possible to set the following parame-
ters: switching thresholds, detection range, and operating time
 Quick, tool-free access to the luminaire’s interior thanks to 

diffuser mounting using magnets

 Two colours: white and black
 A steel securing cable
 An increased ingress protection rating of IP54
 Emergency versions available
 Certificate of approval from Poland’s Scientific and Research 

Centre for Fire Protection and National Research Institute 
(CNBOP)

AMARO system features:

 ARCH FLOWER MIDI system

ARCH FLOWER MIDI system features:

 Luminous flux:   6200–13600 lm
 Power: 63–130 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  109 lm/W
 Tcp:  3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP44, IK08
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  The unique possibility to change the luminaire’s photo-
metry by tilting, rotating or adjusting the petals’ height 
using a ball joint

  2, 3 or 4 petals can be used
  Each element can be painted a different colour
  Different light distribution variants available thanks 

Technical data:

to the use of different lenses (30° or 50°) or a microprismatic 
diffuser

  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 
Public Health

  Registered design
  Complete lighting can be provided for almost any investment 

using the entire LIGHTING FLOWER family

 BASE LED IP44 system

  A weight of only 0.80 kg
  An increased ingress protection rating of IP44
  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 

Public Health
  A ceiling-recessed version is also available

  Great diffuser lighting uniformity thanks to densely arranged 
LED points

  A version with a microwave motion and light detector is also 
available, which makes it possible to set the following parame-
ters: switching thresholds, detection range, and operating time

BASE LED IP44 system features:

Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   1400–2100 lm
 Power: 15 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  135 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP44, IK08
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

BASE LED IP44

ARCH FLOWER MIDI

  Round or square housing versions available within one system
  Standard and tilted versions available within one system
  Versions with an increased ingress protection rating of up to 

IP54 also available

  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of Public 
Health

CAMELEON MIDI 1 system features:

 Luminous flux:   1500 lm
 Power: 12 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  125 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20, IP54 
 IK06
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

Technical data:

 CAMELEON MIDI 1 system

CAMELEON MIDI 1
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PRODUCTS PRODUCTS

 CAMELEON MIDI 1T system

  A frameless luminaire
  Two light distribution angles: 24°, 60°
  355° rotary and +/-15° tiltable optics
  Optics retracted by 12 mm
  Black powder-coated steel housing
  A white powder-coated ring

  A tempered glass diffuser
  A metallised, faceted plastic reflector
  Each LED module is equipped with a separate power supply unit
  LED insert installation using 1 or 2 Allen screws
  SELV power supply, protection class II

CAMELEON MIDI 1T system features:

 Luminous flux:   1500–3000 lm
 Power: 12–24 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  125 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20 
 IK06
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

CAMELEON MIDI 1T

Technical data:

Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   2000 lm
 Power: 16 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  125 lm/W
 Tcp:   3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20, IP54
 IK06
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 CAMELEON MIDI 2 system

  Round or square housing versions available within one 
system

  Standard and tilted versions available within one system
  Versions with an increased ingress protection rating of 

up to IP54 also available

CAMELEON MIDI 2 system features:

CAMELEON MIDI 2

Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   1600–2500 lm
 Power: 15–26 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  107 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20, IP44
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 CANOS system

 A highly permeable frosted PMMA diffuser
 A specular aluminium reflector
 Weight: only 1.10 kg for the ON/OFF version

CANOS system features:

CANOS

 An emergency version with the certificate of approval from 
Poland’s Scientific and Research Centre for Fire Protection and 
National Research Institute (CNBOP) is also available
 ENEC certificate

Technical data:

 COSMO APEX system

 Luminous flux:   2500–7300 lm 
 Power: 18–56 W  
 Max. luminous efficacy:  156 lm/W 
 TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80 
 IP66
 IK08 
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

COSMO APEX

  Specially designed for LED technology
  The best price / performance ratio
  Uniform illumination of the diffuser surface
  Optimised wide light distribution
  Housing colour: in-mass black or grey painted; a metallic-painted 

version is available to order
  Quick and easy installation: the LED panel is combined with the 

diffuser

  Available versions: suitable for operation in a wide range of 
ambient temperatures from -40°C to +50°C

  The luminaire fulfils the requirements for D-marking, with a 
limited surface temperature (< 90°C)

  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 
Public Health

  A version that is suitable for through-wiring is available to order
  BLUETOOTH CASAMBI lighting control optionally available

COSMO APEX system features:

  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute 
of Public Health

  Special LEDs for lighting food sales stands
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Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   2900–11100 lm
 Power: 25–100 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  116 lm/W
 TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP65
 IK09
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

DELTA LED system features:

  Specialist optics for narrow beam or elliptical light distribution
  3 light distribution angles: symmetrical, narrow beam (10°) and 

elliptical (20°x40°)

 DELTA LED system

DELTA LED

  DALI lighting control available
  RGB lighting control regulation: DMX

Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   2300–2400 lm
 Power: 26 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  123 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP54 
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 DN 140 LED system

  Tool-free access to the inside of the luminaire
  3 symmetrical light beam angles: 16°, 34° and 72°

DN 140 LED system features:

DN 140 LED

Technical data:

 FX35 MX system

 Luminous flux:   1600–3400 lm
 Power: 17–34 W  
 Max. luminous efficacy:  106 lm/W
 TCP:  3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80 
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

FX35 MX

  Two-piece DARKPOINT optics: a faceted and black reflector
  An additional opal or microprismatic diffuser
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
  Suitable for creating linear structures
  Excellent dimension proportions

  Power supply inside the luminaire
  Various optics configurations optionally available
  Emergency version also available
  The luminaire can be painted any RAL colour

FX35 MX system features:

Technical data:

 FX35 DK system

 Luminous flux:   700–5600 lm 
 Power: 6–54 W  
 Max. luminous efficacy: 131 lm/W 
 TCP: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80 
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

FX35 DK

  Two-piece DARKPOINT optics: a black and a faceted reflector
  Eliminated glare: UGR 7-12
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
  Suitable for creating linear structures
  Excellent dimension proportions

  Power supply inside the luminaire
  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules
  This product can be painted in any RAL colour

FX35 DK system features:
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Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   1400–4700 lm
 Power: 12–37 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  128 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20 
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 FX35 OP system

  An evenly illuminated, satin, opalised PMMA diffuser
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
  Suitable for creating linear structures
  Excellent dimension proportions
  Power supply inside the luminaire
  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules

FX35 OP system features:

FX35 OP

  Emergency version also available
  This product can be painted in any RAL colour

Technical data:

 FX35 RR system

 Luminous flux:   1600–4800 lm 
 Power: 11–32 W  
 Max. luminous efficacy:  162 lm/W 
 TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80 
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

FX35 RR

  A matte aluminium parabolic louvre
  A very high luminous efficacy of up to 162 lm/W
  UGR 16-19
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
  Suitable for creating linear structures
  Excellent dimension proportions

  Power supply inside the luminaire
  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules
  Emergency version also available
  This product can be painted in any RAL colour

FX35 RR system features:

Technical data:

 Luminous flux:   2900–8000 lm
 Power: 22–66 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  136 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20 
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 FX45 DK system

  Modular DARKPOINT optics: a single lens and a two-step black 
reflector

  UGR<19
  A high luminous efficacy of up to 135 lm/W
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile

FX45 DK system features:

FX45 DK

Technical data:

 FX45 OP system

 Luminous flux:   1900–6300 lm 
 Power: 18–54 W  
 Max. luminous efficacy:  111 lm/W 
 TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80 
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

FX45 OP

  An evenly illuminated opal PC diffuser
  A high luminous efficacy of up to 115 lm/W
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
  Suitable for creating linear structures

  Power supply inside the luminaire
  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules
  Emergency version also available
  This product can be painted in any RAL colour

FX45 OP system features:

  Suitable for creating linear structures
  Excellent dimension proportions
  Power supply inside the luminaire
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Technical data:

 FX65 OP system

 Luminous flux: 2900–8700 lm 
 Power: 25–70 W  
 Max. luminous efficacy:  122 lm/W 
 TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80 
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

FX65 OP

  An evenly illuminated opal PC diffuser
  A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
  Suitable for creating linear structures
  Power supply inside the luminaire

  Separate lighting control for the top and bottom modules
  Emergency version also available
  This product can be painted in any RAL colour

FX65 OP system features:

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 790 lm
 Power: 10 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  79 lm/W
 TCP: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80, CRI>90
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  Light distribution variants: 12°, 24° and 36°
  Optics that can be tilted to obtain the wallwasher version
  Two housing shapes: square and round
  A modular system that makes it possible to conveniently ex-

change components
  Housing dimensions: Ø 90 mm or 90 x 90 mm

  8 round reflectors to choose from: glossy silver, white matte, 
ribbed white matte, pinhole, golden, black matte, ribbed black 
matte, glossy black – titanium

  5 square reflectors to choose from: glossy silver, white matte, 
golden, black matte, glossy black – titanium 

  Magnetically attached accessories: honeycomb or glass

GECO MINI system features:

 GECO MINI system

GECO MINI

 Luminous flux: 5800–27500 lm
 Power: 49–228 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  124 lm/W
 Tcp:   3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 FX65 OP FLOW system

FX65 OP FLOW

Technical data:

FX65 OP FLOW system features:

    4 standard diameters: 1000 mm, 1500 mm, 2000 mm and 
3000 mm

    Suitable for creating customised bent structures 
    An evenly illuminated opal diffuser made of non-yellowing 

PMMA

    A glossy reflector that increases the efficiency of the optics
    Power supply inside the luminaire
    A timeless, smooth, rectangular profile
    This product can be painted in any RAL colour

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 1600/2300  lm
 Power: 14/21 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  114 lm/W
 TCP: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80, CRI>90
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  Light distribution variants: 12°, 24° and 36°
  Optics that can be tilted to obtain the wallwasher version
  Two housing shapes: square and round
  A modular system that makes it possible to conveniently ex-

change components
  Housing dimensions: Ø 140 mm or 140 x 140 mm

  7 round reflectors to choose from: glossy silver, white matte, 
ribbed white matte, golden, black matte, ribbed black matte, 
glossy black – titanium

  5 square reflectors to choose from: glossy silver, white matte, 
golden, black matte, glossy black – titanium 

  Magnetically attached accessories: honeycomb or glass

GECO MIDI 1 and 2 system features:

 GECO MIDI 1, 2 system

GECO MIDI 1, 2 
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Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 3950 lm
 Power: 31 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  127 lm/W
 TCP: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80, CRI>90
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  Light distribution variants: 12°, 24° and 36°
  Optics that can be tilted to obtain the wallwasher version
  Housing shape: round
  A modular system that makes it possible to conveniently 

exchange components

  Housing diameter: 165 mm
  7 reflectors to choose from
  Magnetically attached accessories: honeycomb or glass

GECO MAXI system features:

 GECO MAXI system

GECO MAXI

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 900-3000 lm
 Power: 12–24 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  125 lm/W
 TCP: 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80, CRI>90, CRI>97
 IP44
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  A non-yellowing diffuser made of opal-satin plastic
  A pressure cast end caps made of the same plastic as the diffu-

ser gives the luminaire a uniform appearance
  Version with excellent colour rendering of CRI>97 available
  3 power settings in the ON/OFF version

  A luminous efficacy of up to 125 lm/W
  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 

Public Health

ICE system features:

 ICE system

ICE

 Luminous flux: 4300–20700 lm 
 Power: 30–148 W 
 Max. luminous efficacy:  143 lm/W 
 Tcp:  3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>80
 IP20 
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 Luminous flux: 810-2420 lm
 Power: 11–32 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  16°x 50°, 40°, 10°
 Tcp:   3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP65
 IK04
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

Technical data:

Technical data:

  A simple and proven design based on a painted steel housing 
and optics in the form of a microprismatic PMMA diffuser

  Two module lengths available for combining in linear structures
  Luminaire lengths from 625 mm to 1776 mm 
  Through-wiring optionally available
  3 symmetrical light distribution angles: 16°x50°, 40° and 10°

  Luminaire lengths from 625 mm to 1776 mm
  Suitable for through-wiring
  3 symmetrical light distribution angles: 16°x50°, 40° and 10°

  Luminaire versions that are optimised for maximum luminous 
flux (HO) and maximum luminous efficacy (HE)

  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 
Public Health, HACCP certificate

  BLUETOOTH MESH wireless lighting control optionally availa-
ble

  DALI lighting control available
  A luminaire diameter of 60 mm

LEDEX TOP system features:

LEDPIPE 2 system features:

 LEDEX TOP system

 LEDPIPE 2 system

LEDEX TOP

LEDPIPE 2
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MODERNA 2 system features:

    Suitable for installation in a ceiling grid or plasterboard ceiling 
using additional mounting brackets

    A specially constructed louvre limits glare and makes the lumi-
naire suitable for use in offices

    A high quality louvre made of MIRO aluminium
    An electrical connector on top of the luminaire guarantees 

quick connection

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 2650–5400 lm
 Power: 21–42 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  141 lm/W
 TCP: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 MODERNA 2 system

MODERNA  2

    The luminaire height without the mounting brackets for pla-
sterboard ceilings is only 38 mm

    A high luminous efficacy of 141 lm/W while maintaining low 
glare parameters

    Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 
Public Health

    ENEC certificate

 Luminous flux: 1O00–2300 lm
 Power: 10–23 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  103 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 MATE system

MATE

Technical data:

MATE system features:

  Powder-coated aluminium housing
  Light distribution variants: 45° and 50°
  Non-tiltable optics
  The optics are retracted inside the luminaire
  2 system sizes available
  The luminaires are available in round and square versions

  Two colour variants available: white and black
  A tempered glass diffuser
  A metallised, faceted plastic reflector
  Quick ceiling mounting
  Lightweight and compact construction

 Luminous flux: 4100–4200 lm
 Power: 46–48 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  88–89lm/W
   Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP40
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  A multi-layered optical system that reduces glare and evenly 
diffuses light

  A round, concave or convex diffuser

  Unified glare rating: UGR <19
  Versions for German ceilings also available – 625x625 mm

 

OPPOSITE 1, 2 system features:

 OPPOSITE 1, 2 system

OPPOSITE 1 OPPOSITE 2

Technical data:

  A ceiling-recessed luminaire
  A diffuser made of non-inflammable, non-toxic, flexible, 

deformation- and moisture-resistant PVC thermoelastic foil 
that perfectly diffuses light

  A version with an acoustic membrane is also available

LUNA BIS LED system features:

 LUNA BIS LED system

LUNA BIS LED

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 1250–16 000 lm
 Power: 16–206 W
  Max. luminous efficacy:  88 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP40
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  A magnet system in the round version and a bolt system in 
the rectangular version allow for quick, tool-free access to 
the luminaire’s interior

  A securing cable for the diffuser
  A luminaire thickness of only 14 cm
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 Luminous flux: 1400 lm
 Power: 14 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  100 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>90, CRI>97
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 PACO MINI system

PACO MINI

Technical data:

PACO MINI system features:

  A track-mounted luminaire with an optimum luminous flux of 
1400 lm

  Three light distribution variants: 20°, 45° and 60°
  Rotation within a range of 358°, tilting within a range between 

0°-90°

  A diffuser that is retracted by 20 mm to reduce glare
  Standard colour rendering index: CRI>90
  The luminaire is available in three colours: black, white and grey

  A track-mounted luminaire with an optimum luminous flux of 
2700 lm

  Three light distribution variants: 20°, 40° and 60°
  Rotation within a range of 358°, tilting within a range be-

tween 0°-90°

PACO MIDI system features:

 PACO MIDI system

PACO MIDI

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 1700–2700 lm
 Power: 17–32 W
  Max. luminous efficacy:  100 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>90, CRI>97
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  A diffuser that is retracted by 20 mm to reduce glare
  Special LEDs for lighting stands with food products
  A replaceable white or black ring to reduce glare
  The luminaire is available in three colours: black, white and 

grey

 Luminous flux: 6200–15600 lm
 Power: 63–130 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  120 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K, 5700 K
 CRI>70, CRI>80
 IP65
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

PARK FLOWER system features:

 PARK FLOWER system

PARK FLOWER 

  Distinctive luminaire design
  The unique possibility to change the luminaire’s photometry by 

tilting, rotating or adjusting the height of the petals thanks to 
the use of a ball joint

  Available with 2, 3, 4 or more petals
  Two light distribution angles to choose from: 50° or 120°

Technical data:

  Wired DALI or wireless ZigBee (SMART) lighting control 
available

  Suitable for simultaneous general and illumination 
lighting

  Each petal can be painted any colour

  Three light distribution variants: 20°, 40° and 60°
  Rotation within a range of 358°, tilting within a range be-

tween 0°-90°
  A diffuser that is retracted by 20 mm to reduce glare
  Ra>90 colour rendering available as standard

PACO MAXI system features:

 PACO MAXI system

PACO MAXI

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 4000 lm 
 Power: 40 W 
 Max. luminous efficacy:  100 lm/W 
 Tcp:  3000 K, 4000 K 
 CRI>90
 IP20 
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  The luminaires are equipped with an adapter designed for 
mounting in GLOBAL TRACK-standard lighting tracks

  The luminaire is available in three colours: black, white and 
grey



 Luminous flux: 1100–1900 lm
 Power: 11–22 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  100 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP44
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 PRIMA LED system

  A low luminaire weight of only 1.35 kg
  A dimmable DALI version is also available
  An aluminium reflector painted with highly reflective white 

paint
  A long LED module lifetime of up to 119,000 hours
  An opalised diffuser with TWIST installation
  Accessories for installation in soft ceilings also available

PRIMA LED system features:

PRIMA LED

Technical data:

  Protection class: II
  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 

Public Health
  Emergency versions with the certificate of approval from 

Poland’s Scientific and Research Centre for Fire Protection and 
National Research Institute (CNBOP) are also available
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Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 1200–2300 lm
 Power: 11–23 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  115 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  Unified glare rating: UGR <19
  Optional DALI dimming
  Die-cast aluminium frame
  A highly permeable frosted PMMA diffuser
  A matte MIRO aluminium sheet reflector

QUADRA LED system features:

 QUADRA LED system

QUADRA LED

  Quick and easy installation in suspended ceilings
  Protection class: II
  Emergency versions with the certificate of approval from Poland’s 

Scientific and Research Centre for Fire Protection and National 
Research Institute (CNBOP) are also available

  4DIM lighting control available (MainsDIM, AstroDIM, StepDIM, 
DALI)

  CLO operation possible – smooth energy consumption adjustment 
in order to maintain a constant light output

  No light pollution effect
  A breather that regulates the pressure in the luminaire

  Tool-free access to the geartray, tool-free replacement of the 
lighting control is possible using a removable plastic mounting 
panel (a “basket”)

  Dual chamber construction - the optics are separated from the 
geartray

  Adjustable luminaire tilt angle from -15° to +15°

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 2600–17000 lm
 Power: 20–143 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  130 lm/W
 Tcp: 4000 K, 5700K
 CRI>80
 IP40 
 IK08
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 RACER MINI system

RACER MINI system features:

RACER MINI

 Luminous flux: 3100–6800 lm
 Power: 32–65 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  108 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP65 
 IK08
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

PARK FLOWER WALL system features:

 PARK FLOWER WALL system

PARK FLOWER  WALL

  Unique, registered luminaire design
  The unique possibility to change the luminaire’s photometry 

by tilting or rotating the petals thanks to the use of a ball joint 
(available with 1 or 2 petals)

Technical data:

  The product can be painted any colour
  Each element can be painted in a different colour
  Luminaires from the LIGHTING FLOWER series form 

a complete product offer for both indoor and outdoor 
lighting



 Luminous flux: 3200–7400 lm
 Power: 26–60 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  123 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP44
 IK06
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 REGLUX system

  Lightweight luminaire construction for more convenient 
mounting

  A cover made of die-cast plastic
  A frosted ribbed diffuser
  2 power variants: HO – for maximum luminous flux and HE – for 

maximum efficiency

REGLUX system features:

REGLUX

Technical data:
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  Versions with motion and dusk sensors also available
  Certificate of hygiene from the Polish National Institute of 

Public Health
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 Luminous flux: 1400–2100 lm
 Power: 15–26 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  93 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 RETRO2 system

  A frosted diffuser
  Available in any RAL colour
  Two luminaire diameters: 375 mm and 460 mm

  Industrial/loft-style luminaire design
  UGR<11
  Painted aluminium sheet housing
  An aluminium sheet reflector painted with highly reflective 

white paint

RETRO 2 system features:

RETRO2

Technical data:

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 2000–5700 lm
 Power: 20–50 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  129 lm/W
 Tcp:   3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  A specular aluminium sheet reflector that is retracted by 70 mm 
and reduces glare

  The die-cast aluminium housing, the ring and the radiator form 
a monolith

RODIA system features:

 RODIA system

RODIA

  The system has good thermal management thanks to the use 
of a die-cast aluminium housing that simultaneously functions 
as a radiator

  Quick assembly and disassembly thanks to the use of adjusta-
ble brackets

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 420 lm
 Power: 15 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  28 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K
 CRI>80
 IP65
 IK09
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

  A specially designed, glare-reducing reflector
  Vandal-proof
  Suitable for through-wiring - a double cable input
  LED module lifetime of up to 50,000 hours for L70B50

RADO LED system features:

 RADO LED system

RADO LED
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 Luminous flux: 3250–11000 lm
 Power: 32–97 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  113 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 WHY 1 system

  White accent lighting on the sides
  Luminaire sides powered by a separate circuit
  4 lighting control sections in the wireless version – direct, 

indirect and side light switched on separately

  An innovative solution featuring a linear luminaire with light 
distribution in 4 directions

  Unique, concave luminaire shape
  An evenly illuminated, opalised bottom diffuser

WHY 1 system features:

WHY 1

Technical data:

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 2200–4600 lm
 Power: 18–45 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  131 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20 
 IK07, IK08
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 TITANIA LED ECO system

 A decorative grey ring enhances the luminaire’s aesthetics
 Tool-free access to the luminaire in the TWIST system
 A diffuser with uniform light diffusion – no visible LED points

TITANIA LED ECO system features:

TITANIA LED ECO
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Technical data:

  Unique luminaire design
  Graphic design by the Medusa Group
  Quick and easy installation using wire suspensions

TRIANGLE system features:

 TRIANGLE system

 Luminous flux: 3500–7600 lm
 Power: 41–82 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  93 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

TRIANGLE

  Unlimited possibilities for the creation of three-dimensio-
nal structures thanks to a combination of larger and smaller 
versions

  Elements for connecting at the sides and corners available

PRODUCTS

Technical data:

 Luminous flux: 640–1200 lm
 Power: 8–17 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  85 lm/W 
 Tcp:   3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP67
 IK08
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 URAN 20 LED system

 Adjustable optics within a range of +/- 15°
 6 light distribution variants to fulfil any lighting requirements
 The luminaire can withstand a maximum load of 4000 kg at  

a driving speed of 40 km/h

URAN 20 LED system features:

URAN 20 LED

 Weatherproof brass cable gland
 Specialist lens optics that shape the luminaire’s photometry
 Colour filters and an anti-glare mesh are also available
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 ZEUS LED system

  2 light distribution variants: in one or two directions
  Tool-free access to the inside of the luminaire
  3 symmetrical light distribution angles: 10°, 38° and 60°

ZEUS LED system features:

 Luminous flux: 850–1700 lm
 Power: 10–20 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  85 lm/W
 Tcp:   3000 K
 CRI>80
 IP65
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

ZEUS LED

Technical data:

  LED module lifetime of up to 72,000 hours for L70B50
  Different light distribution variants for direct and 

indirect light – a 2-in-1 functionality, general and illumi-
nation lighting in one luminaire

 Luminous flux: 32550–11 900 lm
 Power: 32–97 W
 Max. luminous efficacy:  123 lm/W
 Tcp: 3000 K, 4000 K
 CRI>80
 IP20
 Power supply voltage:   230 V AC

 WHY 3 system

  White accent lighting on the sides
  Luminaire sides powered by a separate circuit
  4 lighting control sections in the wireless version – direct, 

indirect and side light switched on separately

  An innovative solution featuring a linear luminaire with light 
distribution in 4 directions

  Unique, concave luminaire shape
  A specially designed louvre reflector system with low glare: 

UGR<19

WHY 3 system features:

WHY 3

Technical data:
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 Single-sided luminaire 
   Light source power:   1 W, 2 W
 IP40
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 ARIS ASON, ASOZ system

ARIS system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: wall-mounted or pendant luminaires

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h
  Sign visibility range: 25 m

 Single-sided luminaire 
 Light source power:   2 W, 3 W 
 IP40
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 ARIS ASDN, ASDZ system

ARIS system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: wall-mounted or pendant luminaires

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h
  Sign visibility range: 25 m

Technical data:

Technical data:

Technical data:

 Double-sided luminaire
 Light source power: 1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 VERSO LED VSN system

VERSO LED VSN system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC, PMMA
  Installation: wall-mounted luminaires

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h
  Sign visibility range: 30 m

ARIS

ARIS

VERSO LED VSN

CTI-DALI – DALI version for central monitoring
CB220 – version for central monitoring for the 220 V central battery
ATI – version for individual monitoring with self-test
STI – standard version
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

 Single-sided luminaire  
 Light source power:   1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 MONITOR1 IP40 LED system

MONITOR1 IP40 LED system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: surface mounting on walls

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h
  Sign visibility range: 20 m

 MONITOR1 IP65 LED system

MONITOR1 IP65 LED system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: surface mounting on walls

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h
  Sign visibility range: 22 m

 Single-sided luminaire 
 Light source power:   1.2 W 
 IP65
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

Technical data:

Technical data:

MONITOR1  
IP40 LED

MONITOR1  
IP65 LED

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 Materials: PC
 Installation: surface mounting on walls

 Operating time: 1 h, 3 h
 Sign visibility range: 25 m

ORTUS OSN system features:

 

Technical data:

 Light source power:   1.2 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 ORTUS OSN system

ORTUS OSN

 Light source power:   1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Rozsył światła:   CR, VWD, ASM, WD, NR

 LUMI LUN system

LUMI LUN system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: wall-mounted luminaires

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

Technical data:

LUMI LUN

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

 Light source power:   1x1 W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Rozsył światła:   CR, VWD, ASM, WD, NR

 LUMI LUD system

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: recessed mounting in ceilings

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

LUMI LUD system features:

Technical data:

LUMI LUD

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
 Materials: PC
 Installation: surface mounting on walls

 Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

ORTUS OUN system features:

 

Technical data:

 Light source power:   1x1W, 1x2 W, 1x3 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Rozsył światła:  CR, VWD, ASM, WD, NR

 ORTUS OUN system

ORTUS OUN
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 Light source power:   1.2 W
 IP40
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10 system

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10 system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: surface mounting on walls or wall-mounted 

luminaires

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

Technical data:

MONITOR1 IP40 LED OP10

 Light source power:   1.2 W
 IP65
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC

 MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20 system

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: plastic, PC
  Installation: surface mounting on walls or wall-mounted 

luminaires

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20 system features:

Technical data:

MONITOR1 IP65 LED OP20

  Installation: recessed mounting in ceilings
  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

 Light source power:   1 W, 2 W, 3 W, 6 W
 IP20, IK08
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Rozsył światła:   CR, VWD

 COBRA AL IP20 system

COBRA AL IP20 system features:

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: aluminium housing

Technical data:

COBRA AL IP20

 Light source power:   1 W, 2 W, 3 W, 6 W
 IP20, IK08
 Protection class:  II
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 220 V DC
 Rozsył światła:   CR, VWD

 COBRA AL IP54 system

  Available versions: CTI-DALI, CB220, ATI, STI
  Materials: aluminium housing with a plastic dome
  Installation: recessed mounting in ceilings

  Operating time: 1 h, 3 h

COBRA AL IP54 system features:

Technical data:

COBRA AL IP54

 ES-NET

Features of the ES-NET system:

    System programming via a service application, internet browser 
or MASTER control module keypad

    Testing luminaires on the power supply line
    Cooperation with BMS (Building Management System)

    Direct communication with a computer via Ethernet
    AGM type batteries with a designated service life of 10 years
    Automatic calibration of luminaires and circuits

Technical data:

  Maximum number of devices per unit: unlimited
  Maximum number of devices on the bus: 20
  Number of buses: unlimited
  Load current for each circuit: 3 A
  Maximum system load capacity: 1.5 kVA, 2 kVA, 5.2 kVA, 9.2 

kVA, 14.4 kVA, 18 kVA
  IP20
  LCD display
  Power supply: 230 V AC

ES-NET 
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 VERTEX

VERTEX

VERTEX is an advanced lighting automation controller that collects data and supervises devices that are under its control. It’s a place 
for storing information, which means that when you connect to VERTEX from any device, you can fully administer your lighting instal-
lation, set schedules and access previous reports. The built-in DALI bus power supply makes it possible to reduce the costs associated 
with the need to install additional components and makes the system with the VERTEX controller fully autonomous. The intuitive 
software allows for the quick creation of a report log respected by fire protection services, the quick configuration of the entire sys-
tem, entering schedules, as well as obtaining information about the current operating status of each system element.

 Ethernet port: 10/100 Mbit – RJ45 
 USB port: 2xUSB-A, USB 2.0 
 Maximum number of devices: 192 (64 na port) 
 IP30 
 Protection class: II 
 Power supply: 230 V AC, 50-60 Hz 
 DALI bus power supply: 3x180 mA

VERTEX system features: 

  Luminaire control in the DALI standard 
  Support for DALI-2 compliant input devices 
  A completely autonomous controller 
  Support for up to 192 DALI addresses (3 port, 64 addresses 

each)

  Problem detection using LEDs 
  A built-in browser application 
  System scaling via the Ethernet protocol 
  Creating an extensive operating logic

Technical data:
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